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February SCAMPS Meeting Location

Saturday, Feb 21st, 2015
1-3 PM
John Morrill’s Shop
143 Richmond
El Segundo, Ca
310-322-7858

February Meeting Location
John’s shop is a business front (and his house). Go west on the 105 Fwy and stay in the left lane as you
pass the LAX airport exits. The 105 becomes Imperial Hwy. At the 3rd light, turn left on Main St and head
south to Grand Ave. Turn right on Grand and immediately turn left on Richmond (South). He’s on the right
side. Park on the street or in the Chevron parking lot. Alternatively, you can exit the 405 onto El Segundo
Blvd West and take it to the very end which is at Richmond Street and turn right (North). John’s location
is about a block down on the left, right next door to the Richmond Bar and Grill.
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

January is passing quickly and soon it will be time to pack it up for the Ike at
Lost Hills on Feb 7-9. In addition to the FAI events there are several
significant and hopefully hotly contested AMA events, notably the E-36
Worlds and also several P-30 events, one dedicated to the memory of John
Oldenkamp. His Hotbox design is one event to be flown in P-30 with a
separate purse for this and regular P-30. If you haven’t been, the Ike is very
well attended and colorful with a lot of models in the air. And this year
promises new green on the ground for some pretty topography to add to the
atmosphere. Come on out and join us if you can.
I’ve been busier than a one legged man in an *ss kicking contest it seems.
Model business, design and prototype building has occupied every spare
moment I get. It’s fun though, and I’m not complaining. I will be looking
at model suggestions for an ignition engine project later this year. Even with
all the participation at the field and contests, I don’t really know anything
about this as far as setting up and running ignition engines. Well, maybe
that will be changing and I know I will be picking on a few of you about methods and best practices. I
have two O&R .23’s in running condition from Tom Hammond and they need to be flown…..
I haven’t had any reports back on the Southwest Regionals just finished at Eloy last weekend. Weather
must have been nice-if you have pictures of your entries and other SCAMPS who flew, send them along
for upcoming features.
There has been some new dialoge in the blog-o-sphere about declining participation for Free Flight and if
it’s even recoverable with all the rule changes aimed at improving participation opportunities. Kevin has
penned a short thesis on this and is presented herewith.

Editorial - State of Free Flight

by Kevin Sherman

My dad and I have been regular participants in free flight since about 1990 when we started flying with the
SCAMPS at our old “Rock Pile” flying site. Before that, we dabbled, with limited success; very limited
success. We would hit the occasional contest, going to the USFFC a few times in the 1980s just to watch
and do a little fun flying. Back then, I was wide eyed when we pulled into the Taft field and saw the huge
crowd, numbering about 400 as memory serves. It was the first big contest I had been to, and I was
shocked to see so many flyers and airplanes. I had no idea it was such a big hobby.
Our first SAM Champs was 1997 at El Dorado dry lake and it too was a huge gathering. I remember
flying in the Large Rubber Stick event that year with my Lanzo Duplex, and got second place to my friend
Carl Redlin. Carl and I made the three 5-minute maxes, the 6-minute max, and then I blew the 7 minute
max and Carl made his and won the event. Aside from competing well that year, of note was the 17 flyers
who also participated in the Large Rubber Stick Event. Most events had that many or more participate.
Commercial Rubber had 33 people fly, Small Rubber Stick had 36 and Small Rubber Fuselage had an
astounding 44 flyers put in flights.
Fast forward to the 2013 SAM Champs at El Dorado dry lake and we saw a huge drop from previous years.
Many of the Championship events did not even have 5 flyers, so even a last place scored points towards the
Championship. Commercial Rubber dropped from the 33 flyers in 1997, to 9 in 2013, Small Rubber
Fuselage dropped from 44 in 1997 to 13 in 2013, and Small Rubber Stick went from 36 in 1997 to 10 in
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2013. Class C Fuselage, which has been traditionally a popular power event only had 4 flyers put in
flights in 2013. It is not just limited to Old Timer Free flight. Take a trip to the USFFC, a premier West
Coast contest and you will see about 60 flyers, down from the 400 or so I saw at my first one. It is also
affecting the highest levels of free flight, the FAI events. As I write this, there are big discussions going
on regarding saving FAI rules and regulations and what to do to get the number of participants back.
Why is free flight suffering? I used to expect the Old Timer free flight aspect to decline, just because of
the participant’s age demographics, but didn’t think much about the other free flight events falling off too.
I came to realize, the age demographics of free flight in general are in the gray hair range. Heck, even the
demographics of most RC clubs are in the same boat. As the free flight population has aged, we have lost
so many flyers to health problems and passing away. I know all of us have lost so many friends from the
hobby, and honestly, there just are not many new people coming in. I consider that the main problem, not
the events or rules.
There is so little promotion for modeling outside our little circle. Go to any of the current hobby shops,
and 99 percent of the employees there will not even know what free flight is, so we get no help from them
promoting our hobby. That was not the case years ago, when we still had mom and pop hobby shops
promoting free flight. We are also competing with so many other forms of entertainment these days, in an
instant gratification era. Most of today’s hobby shops survive selling RC cars and the parts for them when
kids break them. Talk to a kid about flying model airplanes and they will ask if there is an App for that?
We are competing against Smart phones, I pods, I pads, gaming, other toys, motorcycles, sports, and so
many other things that kids are involved in.
There have been several ideas offered to fix the dwindling numbers, but most will have little effect. This
year, we have seen the builder of the model rule go bye-bye. Contests have offered cash prizes as
incentives. Clubs have teamed up and offered multiple contests the same weekend. I am in favor of
anything that promotes participation, so I support all of these, but do not think anything will curb the
overall trend of our numbers shrinking. My dad and I have always said, “Let’s enjoy this while we can.”
We enjoy all aspects of free flight flying, building, trimming, competing and the socializing with our
friends and fellow modelers. We also enjoy sharing the information we have gained over the past many
years with others.
While the numbers are down across the board, the SCAMPS club has kind of bucked the shrinking trend;
we are an anomaly. When I first became an officer in the club, we had 78 members. Now, we have about
120-130 and have had similar numbers for quite a while. The interests may have swayed from a pure old
timer club to one of eclectic free flight interests, but our numbers have gained and maintained. So, I think
the best answer is right in our own club. We have done a lot to promote our club, from sending out free
newsletters to perspective members to having a web site where we can easily be found on the internet.
Both have produced several new members. We have a regular flying site and regular flying sessions.
Maybe most important, when a new person comes to the Perris flying field, we encourage them and help
them get involved. When my dad and I started, I still remember the help we got from Hal Cover and Allen
Heinrich. Hal showed us how to braid rubber motors and went flying with us out to help us trim my dad’s
Korda Wakefield. Allen Heinrich showed us how to tissue cover. He told us all we had to do was bring a
towel, and we forgot the towel. He had one and showed us his method of wet covering with tissue.
Fernando Ramos also gave us a lot of building tips. Bob Goldie showed us his method of carving props.
Of course, we got a lot of help trimming at Perris from all the regulars including our late friend Sal Taibi.
With all the help, we were able to progress at flying free flight and became hooked. The SCAMPS’
members still take the time to help each other. We are a brotherhood. Another neat thing is Roger Willis
giving building and flying classes at his living community. He has pulled in a dozen or so new flyers.
They would meet at their Community Center for building lessons and then when they completed their
models, he brought them to Perris to trim. He was right there with each of them helping all along the way.
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It has really has been neat to watch and see some of them getting maxes on their first modeling project, the
FAC Moth.
We plan to continue to enjoy the hobby as long as I can. When someone shows interest, please do
everything you can to help and encourage them. I think that is the best way to keep free flight going.
As I’ve read this a few times it’s hard to find fault with any of the logic presented. It made me think about
what it was that got me going in the aero modeling hobby, something that’s been part of me my entire life
it seems. My strongest recollections are my father introducing it to me-riding to the Denver prairie edge
and a hill where adults were flying large ignition Free Flight models. I had no idea what was going on, but
the sight of these things were fascinating and inspiring to me. Then my dad building a stick and tissue
rubber model, painted with red dope and so light to hold. Then watching him fly it and again awestruck
by the fact that it would fly. And seeing many people at the time (early 60’s) flying U-Control in the local
city parks-the smell of nitro, the noise and the spectacle of all that were mesmerizing and filled me with
wonder. I wanted to do that too-it was just something that came to be in my early observation of life.
Of course we had no special effects that competed with the desire of learning how to do something like
this. It was on you to try and learn, and it took years to master the art on so many levels, each success
begging an attempt at the next level of skill and proficiency.
Now, the only way to see Free Flight or a U-Control model is to visit a remote area where it is still allowed,
performed and practiced. The average kid has no way to get to this, and parents that have no idea it even
exists. Local real hobby shops are gone-there is no hang-out to go to and learn about modeling anymore.
The only thing on par with that are the internet blogs and these are quite busy with sharing of information
on how to learn the aero modeling skills, but it’s deeply impersonal in my opinion. And of course, the
mainstream suppliers of this type of equipment are almost wholly underground and internet based to
survive in such a niche situation. I think it would be pretty hard for a young person to observe large
numbers of the population engaged in this kind of activity now, and to me, this is why it’s all fading away.
There is nothing to inspire the “I want to do that too” for young people and let them learn what it takes to
develop their knowledge and skills-the frequent examples no longer exist. I’m glad for my history in the
sport-it’s been a great foundation for my life. I don’t know what to say about what is coming except we’ll
all be in the history books eventually.
Now, on to more mainstream news concerning recent SCAMPS happenings. Make sure you are getting
your club membership renewals in to Kevin, and also any lagging Lost Hill Model Airfield Association
dues.

SCAMPS Club Contest Jan 21 2015

by Bernie Crowe

Postponed for one week after the threat of Santa Ana winds, the first Club Contest of the year got
underway under fairly heavy fog. Reduced visibility meant that everyone was reluctant to fly, and so the
start was slid back a couple of times, and no posted times were seen until 9:15AD (after donuts!) The
rubber event was for Old Time small rubber, stick and cabin combines. The power event was for AMA
Gas, and was split into two sections by popular request – 1/2A to A, and B to D.
Kevin Sherman was one of the first to try a power flight with his high-climbing Cyclon-powered 1/2A
Maverick. His plane climbed right into the fog layer and disappeared, but showed up again on the other
side if the circle, flirting with invisibility. He was down in 161 and decided to call it quits as he was
having problems starting his chase bike. As he was the only 1/2A entry he won. In A-B AMA Gas John
Riese bravely flew his Perris Special against Jeff Carman’s D-sized Texan. John managed to score a
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couple of 100+ flights, but Jeff’s well-trimmed and nicely powered Texan netted him three straight maxes
for the win.
By 9:20 the fog had burned off, much later than usual, but giving way to a beautiful sunny day with
temperatures approaching 90 degrees by 11:00. The OT Small Rubber event attracted four entries, though
two of them were Hal Cover! Hal brought a Riser Rider to try out, but also had his “64-year old”
Gollywock. Mike Mayea also brought his new Gollywock, and George Walter completed the field with his
Wren. Hal put up two flights with his Riser Rider, then abandoned it in favor of his ancient Gollywock.
The air was still tricky, and Hal’s best flight was a 171. Mike was stilling trimming his Gollywock and
managed a 128 and a 166 before putting it in the box. George struggled with the early air too, and was
short of both Hal’s flights. But his last shot, later in the morning when the thermals were beginning to
kick in saw him score the only max of the day. It wasn’t quite enough to catch Hal, though, falling 26
seconds short of Hal’s 452.
Good flying for those who participated in unusual weather, but there were at least twenty fliers on the field.
I need to find a way to get more to participate.

SCAMPS B-D AMA Gas Club Contest - Perris 01-21-15
NAME

MODEL

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

ROUND 3

FLYOFF 1

FLYOFF 2

SCORE

PLACE

1

Carman, Jeff

Texan

180

180

180

540

1

2

Riese, John

Perris Spcl

67

108

107

282

2

SCORE

PLACE

161

1

SCORE

PLACE

SCAMPS Half-A - A AMA Gas Club Contest - Perris 01-21-15
NAME
1

Sherman, Kevin

MODEL

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

ROUND 3

Maverick

161

dnf

dnf

FLYOFF 1

FLYOFF 2

SCAMPS OT Small Rubber Club Contest - Perris 01-21-14
NAME
1

Cover, Hal

2

Walter, George

3

Cover, Hal

4

Mayea, Mike

MODEL

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

Riser Rider

127

177

dnf

304

3

Wren

110

136

180

426

2

Ancient Gollywock

123

171

158

452

1

Gollywock

128

166

dnf

294

4

5

ROUND 3 FLYOFF 1 FLYOFF 2

Bernie Crowe has been trying his hand at the FAI World Cup competition in 2014 for the electric class,
F1Q. He has taken the time to document the trials of the period and what he finally accomplished, number
five in the world, which ain’t bad Bernie! Here is his story:
An American flying in the World Cup: a tough row to hoe!
Every other year each participating country chooses teams of three fliers to compete in the FAI Free Flight
World Championships. The Championships are held in different countries across the world, and teams for
F1A (towline glider), F1B (Wakefield rubber) and F1C (IC powered) are selected. Representing one’s
country to compete in the World Champs is considered by many as the pinnacle of Free Flight sport. It is
tough to make the team over a series of contests, and expensive to travel the world to compete, so an
alternate competition format was proposed several years ago, by the Danes I believe, for individual fliers in
decentralized competition for a Free Flight World Cup. Moreover, the World Cup is not limited to the
“big three” events – A, B and C – but is also open to other classes such as F1Q Electric, which I fly.
The FAI awards sanctions for holding World Cup events to various countries. Competitors can enter as
many sanctioned competitions as they like, in their own as well as other countries, but only the best four
scores from these contests count towards World Cup points, and only two events from the same European
country will count, or three events from any country outside Europe. This obviously favors competitors
in regions of the world where many countries that are close together hold World Cup contests.
Historically, it has been difficult for American free flight contestants to even find four World Cup events
on American soil, and thus to compete successfully in the World Cup without entailing a great deal of
international travel. Last year (2014) however, saw the announcement of five World Cup contests to be
held on US soil. Moreover, two of the competitions would be on sanctions from New Zealand! I decided
that 2014 was my chance to take a shot at the Cup, and see how I stacked up against the best F1Q fliers
worldwide.
The first two World Cup contests were at Lost Hills, CA in February, one week apart. The Isaacson/Kiwi
Cup contest in February was attended by fliers from 40 different countries, and walking the flight line was
like being in a foreign marketplace! There were about 50 entries in the major events, but I was flying the
FAI Electric class, F1Q, with a much smaller field of 9 entries. My goal was to score as many World Cup
points as I could.
Conditions at Lost Hills on Sunday were as forecast – cold and windy. CD Roger Morrell had moved the
flight line for the F1A-B-C fly offs almost a mile to the west near the edge of the new orchards, which was
obviously a good thing as the wind was out of the west and blowing fiercely back towards Holloway Road.
The start of F1Q was delayed because of the fly-offs in the major events, so we didn’t get the go-ahead
until 8:45. Jack Murphy from Utah went first in cold air, and was down in 2:32. The wind was so strong
that one competitor (Aram Schlosberg) wanted to cancel or at least postpone the contest. Ian Kaynes from
England had a hand-held anemometer and pointed out that the weather parameters were below those
established for abandoning a contest, namely 9 m/s continuous wind for at least four minutes. In fact the
meter was only rarely registering 9 m/s for an instant or so, and the CD really didn’t have a mandate for
cancellation. 9 m/s is 20 mph.
The argument about whether to fly went to and fro for a while, but in the end some of us got fed up and just
flew anyway. The round had been open for nearly half an hour by now, and time was running out for the
first flight. Surprisingly, the air aloft was good and all but Mike Pykelny and Dick Ivers from
Massachusetts maxed easily. Dick was flying a Russian carbon airframe F1Q similar to Kevin Sherman’s
plane, but the plane got sideways in the fast moving air and he chose to radio DT it. Mike’s plane was out
of trim and stalled all the way in for 83 seconds. My flight went out to the Holloway gypsum pits, but was
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easy to find. I decided to use my car instead of my bike to retrieve as the wind was too strong to carry the
plane on the bike.
By now, we were jokingly referring to patches of 20 mph air as “lulls.” In Round 2 most everyone got
good air and made the max. Ian Kaynes from England was flying his own-design high aspect ratio F1Q of
about 500 square inches. It has a slow graceful climb, but on this round the wind got control and tossed it
around and Ian wisely elected to abort the flight using his radio DT. He was down in 13 seconds for an
attempt, but decided not to fly any more. The retrievals were getting longer, and the wind was now
gusting at 22-23 mph for brief periods. SoCal stalwarts, the late John Oldenkamp and Mike Pykelny both
dropped on Round 3, Mike by a mere 8 seconds, but John by 40. This time my plane had gone into the
“hills” on the Holloway property and was hard to find even with the tracker. I got back to the flight line
with less than 15 minutes left in the round, and found quite a bit of damage to the sub-rudder and scuffing
to the wing tips where the plane had presumably tumbled after landing.
Round 4 was my nemesis. I waited for a “lull” but with only 5 minutes left to go I launched. My reliable
Noah’s Quark #8 usually pulls straight away into the climb, but this time, maybe because I launched a little
right, maybe because of a gust, the plane rolled to its right and the wind got control of it. It never had a
chance. It disappeared behind the car line at full knots and when I picked it up, the wing was destroyed,
and there was significant damage to the fuselage and stab. It was an attempt, so with less than three
minutes remaining, I put together my backup ship #9. There was no time to check anything; I stuffed a
battery into it and ran out to the line, and launched with seconds to spare. The plane shot up and climbed
fast into a strong thermal. It was soon a speck even in the binoculars and the timers were straining to see
it. It dawned on me that the plane should have DTd by now, and then I remembered that two weeks before
at Perris I was test flying in superb conditions with the planes landing at our feet after three minutes, so I
had decided to see if it would do 5 minutes in morning air. I had set the DT at 6 minutes, and hadn’t reset
it! We lost sight of the plane but it was already way past 3 minutes so I had the max. I climbed in my car
and set off to locate it. Richard Ivers, Dick Ivers son, was flying his dad’s back-up plane and had also
snagged the same thermal. Even with a 3-minute DT he was way out of sight too. He found his just this
side of Holloway road, but mine was further out. It took me about 30 minutes to finally locate it over the
hill leading to the oil well area. The altimeter showed the plane had reached 838 feet! I grabbed it and
headed back to the flight line knowing I was running out of time again.
I put a fresh battery in the plane and was told there were 3 minutes remaining. As calmly as possible, I
waited for a slight lull and started the motor, then immediately I realized I hadn’t reset the DT – it was still
at 6 minutes. I killed the motor and worked to reset the timer. With seconds left once again, I launched
with no attempt at picking air. The plane climbed away, but it was obvious it was not in buoyant air this
time. After a while I remarked to my time keeper that it wasn’t going to make even two minutes. But it
straightened up and flew level for a while and then tightened up into new lift. We all held our breath, but
the plane was down below 50 feet at 2:30 and clearly not going to make it. I watched in the binocs as it
glided nearer and nearer the ground, then started bumping a little and staying aloft. I saw it clearly to the
ground, and my timer said “3:03!” Talk about a squeaker! I learned that Richard Ivers, who was the only
other Q flier clean to that point, had dropped just 8 seconds in the same patch of air. The CD decided to
abandon the last two rounds and called the contest, so I had won and had 50 World Cup points plus two
bonus points. Happy, but exhausted.

Kiwi Cup, California

F1Q

8 flew

WC points Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Round 6

1 Bernie Crowe
2 Rich Ivers

USA
USA

51
41

180
180

180
180

180
180

180
180

180
172

7

0
0

Total
900
892

3 Jack Murphy
4 John Oldencamp
5 Mike Pykelny
6 Dick Ivers
7 Ian Kaynes
8 Paul Masterman

USA
USA
USA
USA
GBR
USA

31
25
0
0
0
0

152
180
83
138
180
180

180
180
180
180
13
0

180
140
172
180
0
0

180
180
180
0
0
0

180
180
180
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

872
860
795
498
193
180

A week later I was back at Lost Hills for the MaxMen International, another World Cup contest. Despite forecasts
of high winds, Sunday dawned sunny and warm with only a gentle breeze. The CD s had decreed 45 minute rounds
for F1Q so that this event, with seven rounds, would end at the same time as the other 5-round mini events. There
was some dissention from Aram Schlosberg who wanted to change the timing to one hour rounds for easier retrieval,
and he made a submission to that effect to the CD. After review by the Judges, it was decided that the 45 minute
round format would stand. The breeze was out of the north and heading towards the closest of the new orchard
plantings.
There were seven entries in F1Q, but Pim Ruyter from the Netherlands was having timer problems and chose not to
fly. The lift was light but seemed to be good at altitude, so I went early. My plane got to about 500 feet and
seemed to be in good air. Ian Kaynes (England) flew his graceful 500 sq ins model adapted from F1E (magnetsteered glider) wings of 82 ins span, and also looked safe. Surprisingly, half the field encountered some problems
and did not max. Julie Parker and John Oldenkamp were in bad air, and Aram’s high-powered carbon plane “Blink”
went too far left and he aborted the flight using his radio DT before it crashed.
The wind was beginning to pick up as the second round horn sounded. The air still seemed good aloft though, and
most of us maxed easily. Mike Pykelny developed a slight stall and dropped 19 seconds. Aram’s plane climbed
vertically for about 5 seconds and transitioned into its superb glide, but the air wasn’t there and he was down in just
over two minutes. In Round 3 the planes were going well downwind and retrieval times started to go up. The lift
was good though, and everyone except Julie Parker maxed. Julie was flying a brand new beautifully finished
Maverick, but it seemed to have some trim problems which cost her another 46 seconds.
By the beginning of Round 4 the wind was up to about 12 mph. As before, once you punched through the lower
turbulence there was lots of lift to be had. Everyone except Mike Pykelny maxed this round, with Mike losing
another 42 seconds. It was the same the next round too, though all six of us managed to max. My plane got very
high on this flight, just a dot against the high cloud base. It was tough to track it even with two pairs of binoculars
on it. We saw it DT but it took several minutes to come down. When I found it in the orchard after a long
motorcycle chase, I checked the altimeter out of curiosity. 1213 feet! I had never had a reading that high before. I
checked the wings for icing.
Round 6 was another long chase. Four of us maxed, but Julie Parker dropped 40 seconds, and Aram Schlosberg had
a disappointing 107. Ian Kaynes’ big ship was flying superbly, with a stately climb and a stunning glide. Picking
lift in the constant wind was not easy; waiting for lulls was not an option. Yet somehow it was possible to sense
when the moment was right and in Round 7 all but Aram maxed again. John Oldenkamp had dropped only the first
round due to a trim problem, but that put him out of fly-off contention. When I picked my plane up it was upside
down and the wing was obviously broken. That meant I had to switch to my backup for any further flights. My
backup was the repaired fuselage and stab from last week’s crash with a different, 4-year old wing strapped on. A
mongrel!
Ian and I were the only ones “clean” through seven rounds, so the CD called for a 5-minute fly-off at 13:45. That’s
not a good time to fly as the wind is usually changing at this hour, but the fly-off window is only ten minutes, so the
conditions would be the same for both of us. After a long wait the fly-off window was declared open and we stood
with planes ready and every sense tuned to the atmosphere. There wasn’t much to go on, and the air didn’t feel
particularly good. I figured Ian would be able to out-glide me so if we got to the same altitude he’d win. With less
than four minutes left I nodded to my timers and put the hybrid “Quark” up into the wind. Ian didn’t go and I

sensed some activity in his camp but didn’t know what it was. I could tell immediately that I wasn’t going
to make the five minutes, even as I heard Ian’s ship fire up and take to the air. I learned later that his motor
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had refused to start when he had wanted to fly, hence his delay. Both planes were struggling in poor air, but
Ian’s landed well before mine so I knew I had won.
MaxMen International, California

F1Q

6 flew

WC points Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Round 6 Round 7

1 Bernie Crowe
2 Ian Kaynes
3 John Oldenkamp
4 Mike Pykelny
5 Julie Parker
6 Aram Schlosberg

USA
GBR
USA
USA
USA
USA

51
40
30
0
0
0

180
180
136
180
162
79

180
180
180
161
180
130

180
180
180
180
134
180

180
180
180
138
180
180

180
180
180
180
180
180

180
180
180
180
140
107

180
180
180
180
180
43

Total Flyoff 1
1260
1260
1216
1199
1156
899

210
129

Tough flying over two weekends, but enjoyable competition. And I had two World Cup wins and 100+
points under my belt!
There were no more World Cup events until September, and they were both in Colorado on the same
weekend. I was nursing a bad ankle from an injury in Eloy, AZ in January, but I figured if I was serious
about pursuing the World Cup I had to get my keester in gear and go. The Magnificent Mountain Men
club was hosting the Centennial Cup on Saturday, and the New Zealand sanction Tui Cup on Sunday,
both World Cup events. The drive wasn't as bad as I feared, though two days of non-stop driving is getting
to be a bit much at my age. I left early Wednesday and drove 400 miles north on I-15 to Beaver,
Utah. The next day I made a right turn and drove another 400+ miles on I-70 to Denver, Colorado. I got
there late Thursday, then was on the field early on Friday to sign up and test fly. On the first test flight at
6000 ft altitude, my best plane suffered a fuselage break and I deemed it not field repairable. I flew my old
#8/4 for the rest of the weekend. There were seven entries in F1Q.
The Magnificent Mountain Men field is about 1,600 acres I believe. Don DeLoach says you can fit "40
Muncies" in their field, and it sure is big. Huge undulating prairie with wire fences with gates and styles,
and with crevasses and gullies here and there. The grass was longer than the only other time I've been there
and well populated with springtails which collect in large bunches in your socks and in the crevices of the
chase bike. I also ran into a large fully-antlered stag and a herd of mule deer! The locals know the field
well and don't seem to have any trouble, but for visitors retrieving is a challenge. It's also a challenge
picking lift. The wind blows almost uninterrupted for miles and thermals are hard to detect for the
uninitiated; then even when you think you've caught one, the plane disappears over the edge of the local
rise and the timer can't follow it!
And so it turned out I dropped my second flight pretty badly - 134. I maxed out the next two but got lost
retrieving Round 4 and finished up two miles beyond the flight line. I only got back to the field by running
into two dudes in a pickup who told me I was beyond the flight line and going in the wrong direction! In
Round 5 I rode out but couldn't get any signal, and had to push into some rugged terrain trying to pick it
up. No luck, and on the return trip while climbing out of a fairly steep gully I caught the front wheel on a
log and stalled the bike. I was on a 30 degree slope up to my right, and leaning to my left. I couldn't hold
the bike, and went head first down the slope with the bike on top of me, dripping gas. Somehow I got out
from under it but when I tried to stand I realized I had badly hurt my left leg (again!) and barely had the
strength to lift the bike. I eventually got it upright but couldn't get on it let alone kick start it. I stood there
for about twenty minutes (no cell numbers that were useful) until eventually I saw a couple of figures on
the horizon. I yelled and waved, and one of them (Randy Reynolds) came down and took the bike off me
and managed to push it to the flat area and start it for me. Then he stayed with me all the way back to the
flight line to make sure I was safe. What a guy!
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Back at the line I told the CD I was out of the contest with no planes, but a guy standing close by asked
what kind of plane I'd lost. I said F1Q and he asked "what type?" I told him Noah's Quark thinking that
won't mean anything, and he said, "Oh yeah, I've seen it. Wait here." He rode off and was back in twenty
minutes with my plane! He also offered to chase for me the rest of the day as I couldn't ride the bike
safely. What neat guys! I maxed out the rest of the contest and when the scores were added Jerry Murphy
had beaten me by three seconds. He was flying an E-36 in Q getting a 13 second motor run, and he really
knows the air on that field. So I got second place and another 40 points towards my World Cup total.
Centennial Cup, Colorado

F1Q

4 flew

WC points Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Round 6 Round 7

1 Bernie Crowe
2 Randy Reynolds
3 Ian Kaynes
4 Matt Gewain

USA
USA
GBR
USA

50
40
0
0

180
180
180
180

134
180
180
110

180
180
163
166

180
180
180
180

180
129
106
70

180
180
180
180

180
180
180
133

Total
1214
1209
1169
1019

On Sunday it was the Tui Cup run on a New Zealand sanction, and another chance to earn World Cup
points, but I was flying with only one plane, my back-up, and again I had to have someone do all my
chasing for me. I borrowed a bike and tried to chase on the first round flight, but I was in too much
pain. I had pulled my ham string badly in the left leg, and hyperextended the knee. That leg also had a
badly strained Achilles tendon and an artificial knee joint, so it was not working at 100%. After that round
several guys chased for me, including Dave Saks, and again I’m very grateful to them all.
The most interesting planes on the field were Matt Gewain's F1A-based Q, and Ian Kaynes F1E-based
Q. Both had superb glides on 20 second motor runs. I managed to squeak out two maxes, but I dropped
the third round (154 OOS over a hill) and figured it was over. There were only four entries Sunday, and as
only the top half of the field scores in World Cup competition, I had to be first or second to get any
points. Ian and Matt were racking up max after max and were both clean through five rounds, so I figured
my chances for points were slim.
Then on Round 6 I was timing Dave Saks' Wakefield and heard Matt go, followed by the unmistakable
sound of a power-on DT. I couldn't take my eyes away from the binocs to see what was happening, but
later learned that he had DTd at 5 secs and that the plane was down in 26 secs, so that was his score. Ian
Kaynes also dropped that round badly, as I recall, and both he and Matt dropped #7 as well. So in the end
I won that one by sheer persistence, and supposedly 90 more points in the World Cup race. A lot of effort
to get there and to fly, but it was all worthwhile in the end. I got home late Tuesday evening, so it had
been a full week away for two days' flying. And I’m getting too old for this sh%t!
Tui Cup, Colorado

F1Q

3 flew

WC points Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Round 6 Round 7

1 Bernie Crowe USA
2 Ian Kaynes GBR
3 Matt Gewain USA

50
40
0

180
180
180

180
180
180

154
180
180

180
180
180

180
148
180

175
79
26

Total

180 1229
104 1051
54 980

World Cup contests in Europe and North Africa continued, and I checked the FAI website from time to
time to see how I was doing. The first surprise I got was to see that I had been given first place in the
Centennial Cup competition. Apparently Jerry Murphy didn’t have an International Competition License,
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and so his score didn’t count towards the World Cup. That meant I had four wins and two or three bonus
points, so I figured I was in contention. However as the year wore on and more and more scores
F1Q World Cup standings Dec 2014

Zjelko Grepl
Ron Assmuss
Gabor Milak
Ian Kaynes
Bernie Crowe
Andras Jancso
Andreas
Lindner

Croatia
Germany
Hungary
GBR
USA
Hungary

202
172
162
160
152
150

Germany 123

were posted from Europe, I saw my total was given as 153! I had only been credited with three wins. I
went back and re-examined the rules again, and saw what I had missed in January. Down at the bottom
was the succinct sentence saying that all contests are defined according to the venue of the competition,
irrespective of the organizing country. Ouch! The two New Zealand sanction contests were still USA
contests in light of the rules, so I couldn’t count my fourth win. I had to settle for three wins, which was
enough to put me in fifth place, no more. Tough to fly in the World Cup for an American flier!

SCAMPS Monthly Club Contest Schedule 2015 V1.1
Mo

Day

Rubber

Power

Jan
Feb
Mar

21
18
11

OT Small Rubber (comb)

1/2 A + A, B - D AMA Gas

Jimmy Allen / Comml Rubber
OT Large Rubber (comb)

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

15
13
10
8
12
9
14
11
9

P-30 / Greve mass launch

30-sec Antique/E-36
1/2A - C Nostalgia Gas
Perris Special 1-dsgn
OT ABC Fuselage/E-36

4oz Wake / 8oz Wake

1/2A, A - D AMA Gas

Twin Pusher/Coupe (F1G)

AMA Electric/E-36

P-30/Comml Rubber
OT Large Rubber (comb)

OT ABC Pylon /Perris Special
1/2A - C Nostalgia Gas/Electric Nos
OT ABC Combined
E20/E36/AMA Electric
1/2A, A - D AMA Gas /Perris Special
1/2A - C Nostalgia Gas

Coupe (F1G) / HLG / CLG
Nos Wake / Nos Rubber

P-30 / Jimmy Allen
Gollywock Mass Launch + OT Small Rubb Comb
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CD
B.Crowe

K. Sherman

SCAMPS Membership Renewal Form
It is time to renew our Scamps membership dues again. This year we are offering two
types of memberships. Our regular membership, which includes a monthly printed
newsletter mailed to you, remains the same $30 per year. Our E-mail ONLY newsletter
membership will be offered at $15. Those who chose the E-mail newsletter option
membership will no longer receive a hard copy of the newsletter in the mail, only the Email version. We are able to pass on the savings for the club to those members who chose
the E-mail membership.
We want to make sure we have everyone’s correct contact information. If you have
moved, changed your phone number or have a new E-mail address, please let us know
(contact Kevin Sherman). The dues are $30 (regular membership) or $15 (E-mail

membership) and should be made payable to the SCAMPS. Please send your
dues to Kevin Sherman, 1521 S. Normandy Terrace, and Corona, CA 92882
Please check one
Please sign me up for regular membership

Please sign me up for E-mail membership

Name _________________________________ Phone Number ______________________________
Address _______________________________ E-mail _____________________________________
_______________________________________
Do you have any interest in SCAMPS Shirts? I have several in stock for those who need them in
most sizes. We have T-shirts, short and long sleeve and Polo shirts. Contact Kevin Sherman for
availability.
Yes

No
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SCAMPS Haggart/Bowden
Sunday, February 15, 2015– Perris, CA
AMA Sanctioned Contest
***Flying Starts at 8:00 AM and contest closes at 1:00PM!

EVENTS:
Haggart-Bowden 2-minute precision
*ABC Pylon – Combined (20 Second engine run)
*ABC Fuselage – Combined (20 Second engine run)
*Small O.T. Rubber - Combined - (Stick & Fuselage)
*Large O.T. Rubber - Combined - (Stick & Fuselage)
* Electric Tomboy (1 minute motor run best single flight wins)
*Perris Special (15 Second engine run - Glow & Ignition)
* 1/2A Nostalgia (10 Second Hand Launch, 13 Second VTO or ROG, then 7&9 seconds)
* ABC Nostalgia (10 Second Hand Launch, 13 Second VTO or ROG, then 7&9 seconds)
* Nostalgia Rubber
*3 minute Max
*SAM rules for standard SAM events
*Entry fee is $5 per event

CD Mike Myers
818 439-3799 (mobile) - 818 241-9154 (home)
Haggart-Bowden 2-minute Precision RULES: Aircraft must be a NON-Pylon type, conforming to the 8
oz. /sq. ft., 80 oz. /cu. Inch and L2/100 rules. The power shall be spark ignition engine(s). All flights shall
be rise off ground. The time target for each flight is 120 seconds (2 minutes). Each flight will be scored as
the difference between actual flight time and the target time. Each contestant will make 3 flights. On any
flight, a D/T action at less than 4 minutes will result in a ZERO flight time (120 score for that flight). The
winner will be the flyer that accumulates the total nearest 3 perfect 2-minute flights.
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